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Abstract

The efficiency of numerical libraries for a given computation is highly
dependent on the size of the inputs. For very small inputs it is expected
that LAPACK combined with BLAS is the superior alternative, while
the new generation of parallelized numerical libraries (such as PLASMA
and SuperMatrix) is expected to be superior for large inputs. In between
these two extremes in input sizes, there might exist a niche for a new
class of numerical libraries.

In this thesis a prototype library, targeting medium sized inputs, is
presented. The prototype library uses a mixed data and task parallel
approach, with the Static BFS Scheduling of M-tasks (SBSM) algorithm,
and provides lightweight scheduling for numerical computations. The
aim of the prototype library is to explore the competitiveness of such an
approach, compared to the more traditional parallelization approaches
(data and task parallelism). The competitiveness is measured in a set
of synthetic benchmarks using matrix multiplication as the reference
computation.

The results show that the prototype library exhibits potential for
superseding the performance of today’s libraries for medium sized inputs.
To give a conclusive answer as to whether the approach is worth pursuing
with large research and development efforts, further investigation of the
scheduling algorithm, as well as the numerical computations, should be
examined through additional benchmarks.
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1 Introduction

The Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) is an interface to a core set of vector and
matrix operations on dense vectors and dense or banded matrices. Implementations of the
BLAS may optionally parallelize some or all of the subprograms using, for example, threads
or OpenMP. The LAPACK library contains higher-level numerical linear algebra operations
such as linear system and eigenvalue solvers. The LAPACK library is itself sequential
but most of the computations are performed by calls to the BLAS and can therefore be
(implicitly) parallelized by linking to a parallel implementation of the BLAS.

The BLAS interface is synchronous in the sense that upon return from a call to the BLAS,
the associated operation has completed and the user is allowed to immediately reuse the input
and output objects. Unless the user’s program is parallel, it is not possible for the BLAS
library to overlap multiple BLAS operations.

This limitation of the standard combination of LAPACK and parallel BLAS, which we
sketched above, has led to the recent development of radically different parallel libraries
such as PLASMA [1] from the Innovative Computing Laboratory in Tennessee and Super-
Matrix [2] from University of Texas at Austin. Both of them rely on sequential BLAS as a
building block and expose fine-grained parallelism on small matrix blocks at the LAPACK
layer. A dynamic scheduler detects and tracks the data dependencies between tasks and
schedule the tasks according to the data flow of the algorithm. The approach embodied in
these libraries has many advantages over previous approaches, but still requires sufficiently
large inputs to amortize the cost of managing tasks and tracking data dependencies.

In this thesis another approach, using mixed data and task parallel scheduling, is investi-
gated to conclude whether it is a feasible approach for inputs of smaller sizes than what is
efficiently handled by PLASMA and SuperMatrix.

1.1 Preliminaries

In the setting of parallel computing a computation (represented by a computer program) can
be decomposed into a set of tasks. These tasks each represents a generic unit of work that
must be executed to form the final result. In order for the computation to yield the correct
result there may also exist a set of precedence constraints coupled with this decomposition.
These precedence constraints denote the precedence relation between pairs of tasks, thus
imposing an ordering of the tasks in the form of “task A must be completed before task B is
allowed to start”. Such constraints arise both due to synchronization and communication in
real applications.

The set of tasks coupled with the set of precedence constraints is often modeled as a
task graph. A task graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) defined by the tuple G = (V,E)
where V is the set of tasks and E ⊂V ×V is the set of precedence constraints. If task A must
be completed before task B is allowed to start, there will exist a directed path from A to B.

A ready task is a task for which all parent (immediately preceding) tasks have completed,
which in turn implies that all precedence constraints of that task have been satisfied. Inde-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

pendent tasks are two tasks, A and B, in the DAG such that it does not exist a directed path
from A to B or from B to A.

The set of tasks, V , may also contain so called multi-processor tasks (M-tasks). A M-task
is a task that is assigned to multiple computation units, thus sharing the workload of the task.
The assigned computation units could be either an entire processor in a distributed memory
system or a thread in a shared memory system.

The longest path in a DAG is known as the critical path. If the length of a path in a
task graph is defined as the sum of the execution times for all tasks along that path, then the
critical path imposes a lower bound on the parallel execution time (since the tasks on any
path must be executed in sequence).

A schedule of a task graph G is an ordering of all tasks in V , as well as a mapping of
each task to a set of computation units. An optimal schedule minimizes the makespan, which
denotes the time elapsed from the start of the first task to the end of the last task in the
schedule.

1.2 An overview of parallelization approaches

Data parallelism is when the same operation is applied to different data sets. For example,
the task graph in Figure 1a could be parallelized as the schedule in Figure 1b where the
workload of each task is divided among all computation units.

Task parallelism focuses on distributing the set of tasks among different computation
units. This means that independent tasks can be executed simultaneously. Figure 2 depicts
an example of how a task graph could be scheduled with a task parallel approach.

The parallel execution time of any task is determined by two factors: essential computa-
tion – which is the time spent on performing the computation as would have been done in a
sequential computation – and parallel overhead which is the time spent on operations not
necessary in the sequential computation. The parallel overhead is a sum of many different
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(b) Data parallel scheduling

Figure 1: A chain of dependent tasks and its scheduling using a data parallel approach. The
tasks are executed sequentially with respect to each other (task A is executed
before task B which is executed before task C, etc.), but each individual task is
executed by multiple computation units.
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1.2. An overview of parallelization approaches
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Figure 2: Multiple independent chains of tasks and its scheduling using a task parallel
approach. Multiple tasks is executed simultaneously, but each individual task
is executed only by a single computation unit. This results in the number of
individual chains bounding the available parallelism.

components [3]. One large component is communication, which is usually necessary when
parallelizing non-trivial tasks. The impact of some important variables of communication
(latency, overhead, bandwidth) is discussed further in [4].

The communication might include distribution of intermediate results among all compu-
tation units. Such form of communication induces synchronization since the computation
units can not continue with their local computations before the result from other computation
units have been received.

If not all computation units finishes their local computations at the same time (because
of e.g. load imbalance), any form of synchronization (including communication, barriers,
sequential parts of a task, etc.) will lead to the computation units that have finished their
work becoming idle. “Idling” further adds to the parallel overhead since all computations
units are not effectively utilized.

A fourth major component of parallel overhead is scheduling overhead. If the tasks
are scheduled dynamically, extra communication might be necessary to coordinate the
computation units workload. This scheduling overhead is highly dependent on the number of
tasks to schedule and the dependencies between them. These factors are in turn determined
by the task granularity (which denotes the workload associated with a certain task) of a
computations decomposition. A coarse-grained decomposition leads to fewer tasks, with
higher associated workload, thereby reducing the degree of concurrency (the number of
independent tasks). On the other hand, a fine-grained decomposition leads to more tasks that
are associated with a lower workload. This in turn increases the degree of concurrency, but
the associated workloads might be too small to perform efficiently.

Which parallelization approach is best suited for a given computation should be assessed
with the objective of minimizing the parallel overhead (which is done by minimizing the
above mentioned components). Using a data parallel approach might increase the amount
of necessary communication as opposed to a task parallel approach [5]. Other, more subtle,
differences, such as memory access patterns, might also have a negative impact for the
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Chapter 1. Introduction

data parallel approach [6, 7, 8]. The need for synchronization also differs between the
two approaches. A task executed with a data parallel approach might need intra-task
synchronization (due to e.g. distribution of intermediate results as discussed above), while a
task parallel approach might need inter-task synchronization, especially if the decomposition
is very fine-grained such that there are many dependencies between tasks.

Since the degree of concurrency a given computation exhibits naturally is often very
limited and does not grow much as the data set grows [9], a task parallel approach might
leave many computation units idle if the decomposition does not have a high degree of
concurrency (there must be as many independent tasks as there are available computation
units for perfect utilization). A data parallel approach might not leave any computation units
idle, but if the decomposition is not coarse-grained enough a data parallel approach might not
be beneficial for the performance since the workload is too small to be parallelized efficiently.
For example, scheduling the graph in Figure 2a with a data parallel approach would imply
that all available computation units would execute task A before task C or vice versa even
though they have no dependency between each other. This fact can have an adverse effect
on the performance when contrasted with the use of task parallelism if the computations
represented by task A and C is not coarse-grained enough (which might be the case for small
problem sizes).

On the other hand data parallelism often scales very well as the data set grows and as the
number of computation units used is increased. For a task parallel approach, the degree of
concurrency places an upper bound on the achievable performance; even when the number of
computation units is increased. In the example of Figure 1a no pair of tasks can be executed
in parallel and a task parallel schedule of that graph would not differ from the sequential
execution.

Mixed data and task parallelism tries to amend the limitations of a purely data or task
parallel approach described above by combining the two and benefiting from their respective
strengths. A lot of computations might benefit from such an approach (depending on task
granularity and degree of concurrency), but for some cases the approach is inferior compared
to pure data or task parallelism [10].

As an example of a case where a mixed data and task parallel approach would be suitable
is the more complex task graph in Figure 3a for which the schedule in Figure 3b is optimal
under the following assumption:

All tasks have uniform computation cost and can be effectively parallelized (such that
the parallel execution time is smaller than the sequential execution time). Furthermore,
when “enough” computation units are available, it is better to create multiple M-tasks
(which are assigned to multiple computation units) and execute independent tasks
simultaneously as opposed to dividing only one task among all computation units.

The assumption of uniform computation times is quite unrealistic, but since it is very
hard to model the computation time accurately it is a common assumption when considering
task graph scheduling. The second part is however more realistic – the makespan will not
automatically be minimized just by adding more computation units. After reaching a certain
threshold, which depends on e.g. the workload of a task and what work is being done in
the task, increasing the number of computation units might have the undesirable effect of
increasing the parallel overhead and thereby increasing the makespan.

With a purely data or task parallel approach the schedules in Figure 4 could be produced.
These are far from optimal under the above assumption and displays the major disadvantages
when compared to the optimal scheduling produced by the mixed data and task parallelism.
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1.3. Aim

The data parallel scheduling serializes the tasks, while the mixed approach allows for example
task B and task C to share the available computation units. As discussed above that might
have a negative impact on performance. The task parallel scheduling only assigns one
computation unit to task A which all other tasks depend on, either directly or indirectly. This
scheduling will probably defer the start of succeeding tasks longer than the mixed data and
task parallel scheduling does.
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(a) Complex “hour-glass shaped” task graph
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(b) Mixed data and task parallel scheduling

Figure 3: A more complex task graph which would benefit from mixed data and task
parallelism. The schedule in (b) is optimal if each task have the same computation
cost and can be efficiently parallelized.

1.3 Aim

For very small inputs, one can expect that LAPACK combined with (sequential or parallel)
BLAS is the superior alternative since it has been highly optimized and designed for high
performance [11]. The cost of involving any type of dynamic scheduling would most likely
outweigh the benefits, since the overhead related to managing the parallelism and scheduling
might become a dominant factor of the total execution time.

For large inputs, the current generation of libraries such as PLASMA are likely to
perform the best. The increased workload (in the form of larger input data) makes the cost of
managing the parallelism (which in the case of PLASMA includes scheduling, tracking data
dependencies, etc.) a smaller fraction of the total execution time. By scheduling the work
such that the available computation units are effectively utilized, it can lead to a significant
decrease in the fraction of the total execution time which is spent on computations.

The aim of this thesis is to answer the question if there is a sufficiently large niche for a
new class of numerical libraries (embodying a mixed data and task parallel approach), for
inputs of medium sizes, to justify a large research and development effort. To answer this
question a small subset of such a numerical library was developed and is presented in this
thesis. The developed prototype consists of a scheduling algorithm for static task graphs
and a reference implementation of a matrix multiplication operation. The prototype was
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Figure 4: Scheduling of the complex task graph using: (a) a data parallel approach (b)
a task parallel approach. They both have disadvantages when compared to the
optimal schedule produced by the mixed data and task parallel scheduling.

compared to purely data and task parallel approaches in a small set of synthetic benchmarks
to measure the performance.

1.4 Related work

Some research has already been devoted to this area and two main focuses can be identified:

1. Creation of frameworks supporting mixed data and task parallelism or incorporating
it in already existing programming languages to be used for general parallelization
[12, 13, 14].

2. Development of algorithms for scheduling dynamic task graphs, using mixed data and
task parallelism [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

Languages that try to incorporate mixed data and task parallelism include HPF (high
performance Fortran), Orca [21], etc., and are given a thorough overview in [22]. Examples
of frameworks include the extensions to HPF described in [12] as well as the model proposed
in [13].

The developed algorithms in the second category all strive to produce schedules, contain-
ing M-tasks, with as short makespan as possible. As noted previously, the execution time
of any parallel computation can be divided into two parts – the parallel overhead (synchro-
nization, communication, etc.) and the essential computation. This implies that in order to
reduce the makespan of such schedules either (or both) of these parts must be reduced.

There exists several algorithms that try to minimize either of these parts. The ReP (reuse
processors) algorithm focuses on minimizing the overhead by reducing the communication
and the cost associated with redistributing data [16]. It does this by trying to assign child
tasks to computation units which are assigned parent tasks, thereby reusing processors.
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1.4. Related work

Assuming no communication cost when a child task is mapped to the same computation unit
as its parent this may be a very good strategy. Its success is however limited in some cases,
e.g. when a parent task has multiple children. In that case it might not be possible to reuse a
computation unit for every child task.

The CPR (critical path reduction) algorithm [20] focuses on minimizing the computation
part of the total execution time. Since the critical path in a task graph imposes a lower bound
on the execution time, it implies that as long as the computation units are not fully utilized the
execution time is given by the critical path. By reducing the critical path the execution time
is thereby reduced. CPR reduces the critical path by iteratively assigning more computation
units to M-tasks belonging to the critical path of the task graph.

The application and usefulness of mixed data and task parallelism is shown in e.g. [23]
which discusses the parallelization of two famous matrix multiplication algorithms – the
Strassen algorithm and the Coppersmith-Winograd algorithm.
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2 Library prototype

In this chapter the developed prototype library is presented and discussed in detail. This
includes a thorough description of the SBSM (static BFS scheduling of M-tasks) algorithm
as well as a detailed overview of the reference matrix multiplication operation.

2.1 Mixed data and task parallel scheduling

The prototype (which is limited to a shared memory model) combines the benefits of data
and task parallelism by offering the possibility to execute independent tasks simultaneously
as well as dividing individual tasks among different threads.

To achieve good performance two major concepts are used:

1. Thread pool and global queues
The threads are organized in a thread pool coupled with a shared global work queue.
This minimizes the overhead inherent when forking and joining threads and minimizes
the communication related to scheduling between threads.

2. Scheduling algorithm specific for this setting
The SBSM algorithm (see Section 2.1.1) has been developed specifically for the
prototype and is used to distribute the work in the given task graph.

2.1.1 General idea of the SBSM algorithm
The name SBSM (static BFS scheduling of M-tasks) hints at two important properties of

the algorithm:

1. Static
The entire task graph must be known beforehand and can not be altered after the
scheduling has started. However, it is possible to dynamically (during run-time)
construct the task graphs, which provides additional power to schedule different types
of task graphs. This definition of static diverges from the traditional definition of static,
meaning “known at compile-time”, which imposes even harder constraints on the task
graphs that can be constructed.

It should be noted that the algorithm can not be used to parallelize any divide-and-
conquer (recursive) algorithms, which inherently creates new tasks when subdividing
the given problem into subproblems. Even though there exists efficient recursive
algorithms for parts of LAPACK [24, 25, 26], this is not a major limitation and
therefore not considered further.

2. BFS
The algorithm is a priority-based algorithm which tries to minimize the makespan
by using the depth of a node to enforce a breadth-first search (BFS) ordering of the
ready tasks. The depth of a node is computed by considering the length of the longest
path from the node to an entry node. An entry node is a node in the DAG without any
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Chapter 2. Library prototype

incoming edges, i.e. it has no dependencies on any other task. This avoids scheduling
a single path in the task graph which could have a negative impact on the makespan,
since it would potentially not create as many ready tasks as quickly.

Using depth as the priority gives the same ordering of tasks as using the level,
which is the length of the longest path from the node to an exit node (a node with no
outgoing edges; thus no succeeding tasks), if the tasks are ordered based on increasing
depth instead of decreasing level. This approach, known as “highest levels first with
no estimated times” (HLFNET), has been evaluated and determined to exhibit good
performance compared to other approaches [27].

To produce a schedule of the task graph the scheduling module traverses the entire graph
to determine the number of tasks at each level. Since the DAG may consist of several disjoint
subgraphs this includes traversing each entry node, which might be the origin of an entire
DAG or just a single task (see the function SCHEDULE in Algorithm 3).

Starting again with all entry nodes (which is also the non-empty set of all initially ready
tasks) the first executing worker thread will create a new M-task consisting of the first ready
task (could be any of the entry nodes) coupled with the number of threads assigned to that
task. Since the DAG is scheduled level by level all tasks on the same level share the thread
pool equally. This results in each task being allocated max( p

td
,1) threads, where p denotes

the total number of available threads (the thread pools size) and td denotes the number of
nodes on depth d in the task graph (see function NEXT TASK in Algorithm 3).

The algorithm then continues in a distributed fashion, since there does not exist a
dedicated thread for scheduling; instead the worker threads in the thread pool are all equally
responsible for scheduling ready tasks (see Algorithm 1). As long as the scheduler has more
work, each worker thread joins the team of threads associated with the most recent M-task.
If that team is already complete, the worker thread creates a new M-task and directly joins
the team of that task. Whenever a worker thread has finished its part of the task, Algorithm 2
is used to detect any satisfied precedence constraints and also send any new ready tasks to
the scheduler.

Algorithm 1 Function for the worker threads

Input:
thread id: unique identifier for the executing thread
scheduler: reference to a shared scheduler module

1 function WORKER THREAD()
2 Wait for start signal . issued by scheduler when all threads have been created
3 while scheduler.HASWORK() do
4 W = scheduler.NEXT TASK(thread id)
5 if W 6= NO TASK then
6 W .EXECUTE() . perform the task
7 W .FINALIZE()

To ensure correctness in the computations the critical sections, guaranteeing mutual
exclusion, in Algorithms 2 and 3 are essential. No assumptions of atomicity in the operations
on the shared data is necessary since the distribution of work from the scheduler module is in
fact serialized. Because of this there is also no need for any explicit synchronization before
or after the completion of a task since the worker threads are only allowed to join the team
of a ready task, which by definition has all precedence constraints satisfied.
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2.2. Implementation of parallel matrix multiplication

Algorithm 2 Finalize M-task after thread has finished its part

Input:
allocated threads: number of threads allocated for the M-task
f inished threads: number of threads having completed their part of the task (initially 0)
successors: the set of succeeding tasks that depend on this task (may be empty)
scheduler: reference to a shared scheduler module

1 function M-TASK::FINALIZE()
2 begin CRITICAL SECTION [1]
3 f inishedT hreads = f inishedT hreads+1
4 workComplete = ( f inishedT hreads == allocatedT hreads)
5 end CRITICAL SECTION [1]
6 if workComplete then . if task completed one dependency satisfied for all

successors
7 for all s in successors do
8 begin CRITICAL SECTION [2]
9 s.pendingDependencies−= 1

10 if s.READY() then
11 scheduler.ADDREADYTASK(s)
12 end CRITICAL SECTION [2]

2.2 Implementation of parallel matrix multiplication

One of the fundamental building blocks of the BLAS interface is the GEMM operation
(General Matrix Multiply), since it may be used in the construction of all other Level 3
operations of BLAS [28, 29]. The operation is defined as C← α op(A)op(B)+βC, where
α,β ∈ R and op(X) is one of:

op(X) = X op(X) = XT .

Therefore matrix multiplication was implemented as the task to be scheduled to exemplify
the usefulness of the prototype. The operation was implemented based on the definition of
matrix multiplication:

Definition 1 (Matrix Multiplication). Assume two matrices, A and B, of size m×q and q×n
respectively. Then the resulting matrix C = AB (of size m×n) is defined by the elements

ci j =
q

∑
k=1

aikbk j

where ci j denotes the element on the i-th row and j-th column of C.

The resulting operation is equivalent to a GEMM operation where α = 1, β = 0 and
op(X) = X.

In addition to the computational complexity of the straightforward algorithm, the com-
munication pattern can have a great impact on the final performance. The two major forms
of communication – reading or writing memory and communication among threads – should
therefore be kept to a minimum to not have a severe detrimental effect on the total execution
time.
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Chapter 2. Library prototype

Algorithm 3 Static BFS Scheduling of M-tasks (SBSM)

Input:
scheduled tasks: an initially empty set that will contain created M-tasks
ready tasks: a priority queue of ready tasks sorted in ascending order by the tasks depth

1 function NEXT TASK(thread id)
2 begin CRITICAL SECTION [1]
3 if all tasks are completed then
4 Broadcast shutdown message
5 Shutdown
6 end CRITICAL SECTION [1]
7 begin CRITICAL SECTION [2]
8 if scheduled tasks.EMPTY() then
9 if ready tasks.EMPTY() then

10 return NO TASK

11 else
12 T = ready tasks.POP()
13 C = number of tasks on the same depth as T
14 allocated threads = max

(
thread pool.SIZE()

C ,1
)
. at least 1 thread, at most the

entire thread pool
15 scheduled tasks.PUSH(M-task(T , allocated threads))
16 if ¬scheduled tasks.EMPTY() then
17 W = scheduled tasks.TOP();
18 rank = W .JOIN() . locally unique rank for the threads working on this task
19 if W .FULL() then . if all allocated threads have joined the task
20 scheduled tasks.POP()
21 return 〈rank,W 〉
22 else
23 return NO TASK

24 end CRITICAL SECTION [2]

25 function SCHEDULE(number o f threads, entry tasks)
26 for all r in entry tasks do
27 TRAVERSE(r) . BFS traversal of the task graph originating from r to determine

number of tasks at each level
28 Add r to ready tasks
29 for i = 0→ number o f threads do
30 Create new thread and add it to the thread pool
31 Broadcast start signal

12



2.2. Implementation of parallel matrix multiplication

Algorithm 4 takes these effects into account. If there is a total of p available threads the
algorithm uses a block distribution of the columns in C (implying a block column distribution
of B too) such that each thread computes the result of b =

⌈
n
p

⌉
columns of C.

This is illustrated in the following example:
Elements of the square matrix C, of size 5×5, will be distributed in the following way when
three threads, assigned a rank between 0 and 2, cooperate (each element denotes the rank of
the assigned thread):

C =


0 0 1 1 2
0 0 1 1 2
0 0 1 1 2
0 0 1 1 2
0 0 1 1 2


Using a block distribution in this manner ensures that no communication between any

pair of threads is needed; each thread can locally compute the correct result of its entire
block since Definition 1 implies that the columns of C can be computed independently of
the rows of C and vice versa (by keeping j respectively i constant). If the matrices are stored
in column-major order the block column distribution also allows for accesses to contiguous
memory in matrix B and C, thus avoiding much overhead from inefficient use of the cache
memory originating from at least two distinct effects:

1. Reading/writing only parts of a cache line (the smallest block of data transferred from
main memory). This wastes both bandwidth and cache capacity, since more data
needs to be fetched from main memory. This problem is minimized when accessing
contiguous memory locations.

2. False sharing, which occurs when two different processors in a shared memory
machine accesses data within the same cache line. Since a cache line is the smallest unit
of memory, unnecessary coherence operations (which includes reading from/writing
to main memory) even though the processors have not actually accessed the same
memory location (which is true sharing). A more detailed discussion can be found in
[30].

Use of the ceiling function for computing the block size, b, ensures that n < p⇒ b = 1,
avoiding the trap were each thread would be assigned zero columns of C. It also implies that
if p - n (the number of columns is not evenly divisible by the number of threads) the algorithm
prioritizes more work for threads with lower rank. Up to p−1 of the threads (ordered by
rank) might be assigned more work, leading to less work for the subsequent threads (with
higher rank). As an example, consider n = 11 and p = 5 which will be partitioned as
~b = [3,3,3,2,0] (where~bi denotes the block size for the thread with rank i).

Algorithm 4 is limited to square matrices, but can easily be extended to rectangular
matrices (of matching dimensions according to the definition). It uses an SPMD-style (single
program multiple data) to divide the columns between threads.
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Chapter 2. Library prototype

Algorithm 4 Reference matrix multiplication

Input:
A : (n×n) matrix, one-dimensional column-major array
B : (n×n) matrix, one-dimensional column-major array
p: number of threads
rank: unique integer id in the range [0, p)

Output: C : (n×n) matrix, one-dimensional column-major array

1 function PARALLEL MATRIX MULTIPLY()
2 blocksize =

⌈
n
p

⌉
3 start column = rank ·blocksize
4 if start column < n then . prevent more threads than columns
5 blocksize = min(blocksize,n− start column) . make sure the block size is not

too large
6 . form sub-matrices; can be done without copying memory, using pointer

arithmetic
7 sub data = B[range(start column ·n,(start column+blocksize) ·n)]
8 sub result =C[range(start column ·n,(start column+blocksize) ·n)]
9 DGEMM(′N′,′N′,n,blocksize,n,1.0,A,n,sub data,n,0.0,sub result,n)

14



3 Comparison and evaluation

In this chapter the comparison of the different parallelization approaches is presented. This
includes a detailed description of the synthetic benchmarks as well as the results from them,
together with an evaluation of the performance of each approach.

3.1 Method of the comparison

The performance analysis was limited to three different synthetic benchmarks which were
chosen such that each approach (data parallelism, task parallelism and mixed data and
task parallelism) could be expected to be superior in each benchmark respectively. Each
benchmark consisted of a task graph containing a total of 960 nodes of equal workload.
Every node represented one matrix multiplication of the form C = AB.
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Figure 5: Task graphs used for benchmark tests of the different approaches.

Benchmark I (Figure 5a) consisted of a single chain containing 960 tasks. The task graph
exhibits no degree of concurrency since every task, except the entry task, has a parent task.
As such it will exemplify how well the prototype compares to a purely data parallel approach,
which in theory should be superior. The described task graph was formed by the following
computation:

C1 = AB C2 = C1A C3 = C2B C4 = C3A . . .

where A and B were two randomly distributed matrices generated as described in Sec-
tion 3.1.1. This computation has such strong precedence constraints that they impose a linear
order, implying that the different parallelization approaches must execute the computations
in the exact same order.
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Benchmark II (Figure 5b) consisted of 48 independent chains of tasks, where each chain
contained 20 tasks. Since the number of chains exceeds the number of tasks in each chain,
this graph exhibits a high degree of concurrency. Each individual chain in the task graph is
generated by the same computation as in benchmark I.

The parallelization approaches traverse the graph in quite different orders to make the
best use of their respective strengths. The data parallel approach traverses each individual
chain in its entirety before moving on to the next chain. This allows for better use of the cache
memory, since the result from the previous computation is used in the next computation. The
two different task parallel approaches (which are described in Section 3.1.1) also differ in
how they traverse the task graph: OpenMP lets each thread traverse one individual chain
in its entirety, allowing the individual threads to benefit from any cache effects, while the
modified version of the prototype follows the order given by the SBSM algorithm used with
one thread. The mixed data and task parallel approach will traverse the DAG in the same
way as the modified task parallel approach. The order is determined by SBSM, which in turn
schedules tasks in the order they become ready.

Benchmark III consisted of a more complex task graph (Figure 5c), in which there were
five levels and a total of ten tasks, that was repeated 96 times. The repetition was created by
connecting the exit node of the preceding graph to the entry node of the succeeding graph.

The described task graph was formed by the following computation:

C1 = AB C2 = C1A C3 = C1B C4 = C2A C5 = C2B
C6 = C3A C7 = C3B C8 = C4C5 C9 = C6C7 C10 = C8C9

where C1 maps to task A, C2 to task B, C3 to task C, etc. (continuing with a BFS ordering of
the nodes in the task graph).

When creating the succeeding graph, two new random matrices A = Â and B = B̂
are generated. Then C10 is used as A in the entry node, giving the first computation as
C11 = C10B. This is then continued by using the same pattern as above, starting from the
computation of C2, giving C12 = C11A, C13 = C11B, etc.

3.1.1 General notes about the test setup
Memory allocation
All input data is allocated by the main thread (the test program). Each benchmark uses
the same memory layout: matrices are allocated as a contiguous array of memory and
are stored in column-major order.

Test matrices
The matrices (always square) used in the tests were created with uniformly distributed
random values in the interval [0,1], and then scaled to fulfill ‖A‖F ≈ 1 (have a Frobe-
nius norm close to 1). This reduces the chance of arithmetic under-/overflow when
multiplying the matrices together.

The different parallelization approaches were represented by the following setup:

Data parallel approach: AMD Core Math Library
Using the C interface provided by the proprietary library ACML [31] (the parallel
version).

Task parallel approach: modified version of the developed system
The modification consisted of mimicking task parallelism, thereby disallowing any
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3.2. Benchmark I: single chain of tasks

data parallelism, by using a scheduler module that always allocates only one thread
to each task (denoted “Task” in the result graphs). This was also referenced against
a sequential implementation in benchmark I and a task parallel approach using the
parallel for directive of OpenMP [32] in benchmark II. Both of these implemen-
tations used the reference matrix multiplication operation (see Section 2.2) together
with the DGEMM operation provided by the sequential version of ACML.

Mixed data and task parallel approach: the developed system
An implementation of the SBSM algorithm together with the reference matrix multi-
plication operation.

The prototype was implemented using the thread support library included in the C++11
standard, which was backed by POSIX threads on the test system. All code, including both
the prototype as well as all tests, was compiled with gcc (the GNU Compiler Collection).
The tests were performed on one shared memory compute node of the Abisko cluster at
HPC2N. One such compute node consists of four AMD Opteron 6238 (12 cores), giving a
total of 48 available cores, and has 128 GB memory available.

The performance was measured in floating point operations per second (flops). A matrix
multiplication of square matrices of size n× n takes roughly 2n3 operations. Since all
benchmarks consisted of task graphs with the same number of tasks (960 tasks) and all
matrices used were square, the performance was computed as:

f lops =
960 ·2n3

T
where T is the total execution time.

The results are presented in the following sections. For each benchmark the performance
when varying the matrix size is shown. The execution time used to compute the performance
for each matrix size was determined as

T = min
p∈N

Tp, N = {2,4, . . . ,48}

meaning that the minimal execution time achieved when varying the number of threads
between 2 and 48 was chosen. Together with the performance is also a graph over the chosen
p for each matrix size.

3.2 Benchmark I: single chain of tasks

Figure 6a shows that, as expected, the data parallel approach (ACML) is the superior
alternative in this benchmark. In addition to this it shows that both task parallel approaches
(modified task parallel prototype and sequential) exhibit very weak scalability as the matrix
size increases (n > 100). This is also expected since the task graph did not exhibit any task
parallelism.

The performance of the prototype lies in between the two extremes of the data and task
parallel approaches. In Figure 6a, it is clear that the prototype scales much better than the
task parallel approaches, but the gap between the data parallel approach and the prototype
increases as the matrix size increases. This difference in performance might be caused by
two different effects:

1. The prototype uses between two and six threads (see Figure 6b). This leads to the
computation each thread performs being too small to be computationally effective as
compared to computing the entire matrix with the sequential DGEMM operation.
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2. The parallel overhead might be larger in the prototype than in the ACML library.
Since the details of the parallelization scheme used by ACML is not known, the
representation of thread usage for ACML might not be accurate. The library may
choose to use less threads than specified or even no threads at all. This behaviour will
have a large impact on the parallel overhead (which may be non-existent if no threads
are used).

One experiment performed during this project showed a drastic decrease of perfor-
mance for ACML in benchmark I when the matrix size increased above n = 70 (when
48 threads was specified). This might be an indication of ACML using a threshold for
matrix sizes (n > 70) which has to be reached before any threads are used.

In Figure 6b, it becomes clear that as the matrix size increases so does the number of
threads used by the prototype. The data parallel approach seems to have a more complex
pattern; when n≥ 450 there is a sudden decrease in the number of threads used.

3.3 Benchmark II: multiple independent chains of tasks

Figure 7a shows that the task parallel approaches were only clearly superior for smaller
matrix sizes (n < 200), despite the high degree of concurrency in this benchmark. Again
there were a difference between the two task parallel approaches – OpenMP performs better
for smaller matrix sizes (n < 200), while the modified task parallel prototype performs better
for larger matrix sizes (n > 300). Figure 7b shows that the modified prototype uses more
threads than OpenMP as the matrix size increases, which might be contributing to the better
performance.

When the matrix size is large enough (n > 200) the prototype almost matches the
performance of the modified task parallel prototype (which is the better of the two task
parallel approaches).

As expected the data parallel approach is nowhere near matching the performance of the
other approaches (for any matrix size n > 30). One thing to note is the similarity in thread
usage of ACML in this benchmark and in benchmark I. When n≥ 450 the same decrease in
the number of threads used can be seen in Figure 7b as in Figure 6b.

3.4 Benchmark III: “hour-glass shaped” task graph

Figure 8a shows that the task parallel approach does not match the performance of either
the data parallel approach or the prototype, except for small matrices (n < 70). The results
in Figure 8b suggests that the parallel overhead can not be amortized by the computations,
since very few threads is used to produce the minimal execution time for all matrix sizes.

For small and medium sized matrices (n < 350) the data parallel approach has a small
advantage compared to the prototype. This is probably due to the same causes as suspected
in benchmark I – too small computations and too large parallel overhead in the prototype; a
conjecture that is supported by Figure 8b that shows the prototype using less threads than
ACML for the majority of matrix sizes n < 350.

As the matrix size increases further the prototype surpasses the data parallel approach
for several matrix sizes. This suggests that the parallel overhead is amortized when n≥ 350,
which is supported by Figure 8b showing that the number of threads used increases with the
matrix size.
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3.4. Benchmark III: “hour-glass shaped” task graph
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Figure 6: Results from benchmark I when varying the matrix size between 10 and 550.
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Figure 7: Results from benchmark II when varying the matrix size between 10 and 550.
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3.4. Benchmark III: “hour-glass shaped” task graph
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4 Conclusion and future work

A new numerical library using a mixed data and task parallel approach stand a good chance
to match and maybe supersede the performance of today’s numerical libraries. The results
from the synthetic benchmarks in this thesis show the potential of the developed prototype
library. However, further parameters should be investigated to give a conclusive answer as to
whether it is worth to invest in a major research and development effort to develop such a
new library. Such parameters would include (but are not limited to):

The scheduling algorithm
Since the scheduling is a major part of the library it is important to consider the
probable performance gain when using a more sophisticated scheduling algorithm. To
gain sophistication an improved heuristic, that takes the resource needs (computation
and possibly communication cost) of different tasks into account, and assigns resources
as well as prioritize tasks according to this should be used.

The currently used scheduling algorithm was experimentally determined to con-
tribute to a substantial part of the total execution time, by its inherent synchronization
and serialization. Therefore the improved algorithm should also include less restric-
tions on the available parallelism.

Implementation of operations
As discussed in e.g. [33] the memory layout has a large impact on performance.
Therefore it would be interesting to examine the probable performance gain using a
tile-based algorithm together with a blocked data layout as discussed in e.g. [34, 35]
to implement the matrix multiplication operation.

Since only a single operation of the BLAS is supported in the current prototype,
the possibility of providing efficient implementations of the entire BLAS should also
be examined further.

Additional benchmarks
As noted previously the benchmarks in this thesis were chosen such that they would
exploit the strengths of respective approach. To properly ensure the performance of
the prototype further benchmarks should be performed. Such new benchmarks should
include application benchmarks, e.g. Cholesky factorization, as well as task graphs
containing tasks with unequal workload.
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